
 

 

The Hate U Give, Angie Thomas – 464 pp 
Starr Carter has learned to live in two worlds, managing her 

life as a prep-school student by day while returning each night 

to the low-income neighborhood she calls home. After 

witnessing the murder of her unarmed friend Khalil by a 

police officer, these two worlds collide, and Starr must decide 

what risks she is willing to take to pursue justice. 2018 Coretta 

Scott King Honor Book, Morris Award Winner, and Printz 

Honor Book.  
 

 

Starfish, Akemi Dawn Bowman – 352 pp 
Kiko Himura knows the key to escaping her narcissistic 

mother is getting into her dream art school. When her rejection 

letter and abusive uncle both arrive at her home at nearly the 

same time, Kiko flees with her childhood crush to California, 

where she meets a famous artist and at last begins to find her 

own voice. This is heartbreaking story of identity, family, and 

the beauty that emerges when we embrace our true selves. 

2018 Morris Award Finalist.  
 

 

Strange the Dreamer, Laini Taylor – 560 pp 
The dream chooses the dreamer, not the other way around, and 

Lazlo Strange, war orphan and junior librarian, has always 

feared that his dream chose poorly. Since he was five years 

old, he’s been obsessed with the mythic lost city of Weep, but 

it would take someone bolder than he to cross half the world in 

search of it. Then a stunning opportunity presents itself, in the 

form of a hero called the Godslayer and a band of legendary 

warriors, and he has to seize his chance or lose his dream 

forever.  2018 Printz Honor Book.  
 

 

Roughneck, Jeff Lemire – 272 pp 
In this graphic novel, in the snowy recesses of northern 

Canada, a down-and-out former hockey player must confront 

his past when his long-lost sister returns to town battling 

demons of her own. Can they save each other? Or will 

violence swallow them both? 2018 Alex Award Winner.  
 

All the Wind in the World, Samantha Mabry – 272 pp 
Sarah Jac Crow and James Holt have fallen in love working in the 

endless fields that span a bone-dry Southwest in the near future—a 

land that’s a little bit magical, deeply dangerous, and bursting with 

secrets. To protect themselves, they’ve learned to work hard and, 

above all, keep their love hidden from the people who might use it 

against them. Then, just when Sarah Jac and James have settled in 

and begun saving money for the home they dream of near the coast, a 

horrible accident sends them on the run. With no choice but to start 

over on a new, possibly cursed ranch, the delicate balance of their 

lives begins to give way—and they may have to pay a frighteningly 

high price for their love. 2017 National Book Award for Young 

People’s Literature Longlist.  

 
The Radius of Us, Marie Marquardt – 304 pp 
Ninety seconds can change a life―not just daily routine, but who you 

are as a person. Gretchen Asher knows this, because that’s how long 

a stranger held her body to the ground. When a car sped toward them 

and Gretchen’s attacker told her to run, she recognized a surprising 

terror in his eyes. And now she doesn’t even recognize herself. 

Ninety seconds can change a life―not just the place you live, but the 

person others think you are. Phoenix Flores knows this, because 

months after setting off toward the U.S /Mexico border in search of 

safety for his brother, he finally walked out of detention. But Phoenix 

didn’t just trade a perilous barrio in El Salvador for a leafy suburb in 

Atlanta. He became that person―the one his new neighbors crossed 

the street to avoid. School Library Journal Notable Book.  

 
The 57 Bus, Dashka Slater – 320 pp 
If it weren’t for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have met. 

Both were high school students from Oakland, California, one of the 

most diverse cities in the country, but they inhabited different worlds. 

Each day, their paths overlapped for a mere eight minutes. But one 

afternoon on the bus ride home from school, a single reckless act left 

Sasha severely burned and Richard charged with two hate crimes and 

facing life imprisonment. The case garnered international attention, 

thrusting both teenagers into the spotlight. 2018 YALSA Award for 

Excellence in Nonfiction. 
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Select ONE summer reading book.  The list below provides some suggestions.  
 

Spend time reading a good book this summer.  We have provided suggestions for inspiration, but 

feel free to choose a title that does not appear on the list.  Chat with your friends, parents, 

teachers, and librarians about the books they recommend.  Browse the shelves in the library and 

in bookstores or read reviews online. Choose a fiction or nonfiction book that interests you and 

that challenges you. The possibilities are nearly endless. Our purpose is to encourage you to find 

an enjoyable summer read.  Expect that your English teacher will assess your reading when you 

return to school. Have a great summer! 

 

 

 

              
 
 
 
 

Some Reading Suggestions 
 



 

 

 

 

All Systems Red, Martha Wells – 160 pp 
In a corporate-dominated spacefaring future, planetary missions 

must be approved and supplied by the Company. Exploratory 

teams are accompanied by Company-supplied security androids 

for their own safety. But in a society where contracts are 

awarded to the lowest bidder, safety isn’t a primary concern. 

On a distant planet, a team of scientists are conducting surface 

tests, shadowed by their Company-supplied android ― a self-

aware SecUnit that has hacked its own governor module, and 

refers to itself (though never out loud) as “Murderbot.” 

Scornful of humans, all it really wants is to be left alone long 

enough to figure out who it is. But when a neighboring mission 

goes dark, it’s up to the scientists and their Murderbot to get to 

the truth. 2018 Alex Award Winner.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Long Way Down, Jason Reynolds – 336 pp 
William Holloman is on the most haunting elevator ride of his 

life. His brother Shawn has just been shot. Knowing that it is 

his responsibility to honor the rules of his community, Will 

goes in search of the man who ended his brother’s life, 

carrying Shawn’s gun to complete the deed. In the elevator of 

the building where Will is supposed to find Shawn’s killer, he 

is visited by ghosts from his past, all of whom have suffered a 

similar fate at the hands of a man with a gun. 2018 Coretta 

Scott King Honor Book, Printz Honor Book, and Walter Dean 

Myers Award Winner.  
 

 

 

North of Happy, Adi Alsaid – 304 pp 
Carlos, 18, lives a sheltered, affluent life in Mexico City. His 

future is all set out for him by his well-intentioned father. But 

when his older brother Felix comes for a visit, he encourages 

Carlos to follow his dream of cooking instead. Suddenly, Felix 

is tragically killed by a stray bullet, and Carlos begins to 

question everything in his life. But Felix hasn’t completely left 

him; his ghost keeps Carlos company, pushing him to follow 

his heart. Carlos buys a one-way plane ticket to the United 

States to eat at a famed restaurant on a tiny island near Seattle, 

something the brothers had dreamed of doing. There Carlos 

meets Emma, the chef’s daughter, and they instantly connect. 

School Library Journal Notable Book.  
 

 

 

Saints and Misfits, S.K. Ali – 336 pp 
Bookish 15-year-old Janna Yusuf is an Arab American hijabi 

teen struggling with friendships, crushes, and reconciling her 

place in and loyalty to her Muslim community. After she is 

assaulted by “the Monster,” the seemingly devout cousin of 

her best friend, she must find the strength to stand up for 

herself. 2018 Morris Award Finalist.  
 

 

 

Suggestions (continued) 

Assignments for Special Classes: 
             
 
 
 
 

IB Classes 

IB Team Read 

Read Think Like a Freak by Stephen J. Levitt 

and Stephen J. Dubner.  Annotate with your 

reactions and questions as per the assignment 

instructions. 

AND 

IB Geography/IB English A: Language and 

Literature 

Read and annotate ten articles from The New 

Yorker, Atlantic Monthly, Mother Jones, The 

Diplomat, or Le Monde Diplomatique. Annotate 

for the topics specified in the assignment. 

See www.stamfordhigh.org for more specific 

instructions. 

Note: Any reading above and beyond these 

requirements is optional. 

 

AP Language (11) 
Read Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell.  Keep a 

dialectical journal in which you identify a passage 

from each of the nine chapters and analyze the 

language. This must be typed. 

AND 

Read and annotate five articles from The New 

Yorker magazine or Atlantic Monthly magazine.  

Choose non-fiction articles (no fiction, blogs, or 

short side bar articles).  Articles should be 

annotated with copious notes that reveal your 

close, detailed reading.  

See www.stamfordhigh.org for more specific 

instructions. 

Note: Any reading above and beyond these 

requirements is optional. 

 

AP Literature (12) AND 

UConn ECE (12) 
Read ten poems by Robert Frost. Then, write 

one poem in the style of Frost. This must be 

typed. 

AND 

Read Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison. Keep a 

dialectical journal in which you identify and 

explain fifteen passages (each from a 

different chapter) that trace the main 

character’s growth on his road to self-

reliance. This must be typed. 

 

See www.stamfordhigh.org for more specific 

instructions. 

 

Note: Any reading above and beyond these 

requirements is optional. 

Honors Classes 

In addition to your one summer reading 

choice, honors students are expected to read 

the following: 

English 9 Honors:  

The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two 

Fates, by Wes Moore 

 

English 10 Honors:  

All Quiet on the Western Front, by Erich 

Maria Remarque  

 

English 11 Honors:  

Outliers, by Malcolm Gladwell 

  

English 12 Honors: 

We Were Here, by Matt de la Peña 

 


